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Stepchildren scheme for wjdow!s
lo b a l
lim p s e s

Play filled with 'whimsical, poignant humor'
B rad M ich a els

Staff Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — President
Bush on Tuesday announced the
United States will send an ambas
sador to Laos for the first time
since Communists took power in
1975 in a sign of gradually im
proving relations.
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — Iraq
had Scud missiles on hand loaded
with poisonous chemicals during
the Persian Gulf war, but they
were of such primitive design it is
doubtful they could have deliv
ered their payloads, a defense
expert said Tuesday.
“No one knows whether it
really would have worked,” said
the expert, Lt. Matthias Haydn.
Haydn was one of three
Austrian decontamination expats
who visited Iraq on two inspec
tion tours for the United Nations.
WASHINGTON, D.C. (UPI)—
Blood donations from anyone—
military or civilian—who was in
the Persian Gulf War zone have
been temporarily stopped. The
ban stems from the discovery that
22 soldiers have contracted a rare
parasite, leishmania tropica, which
is transmitted through the bite of
sand flies.
Medical officials say the
ailment is treatable, not life-threat
ening and not contagious. Nor,
they say, is there any record fo it
being spread through blood trans
fusions.
However, another strain of
the disease can be transmitted
through transfusions.
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (UPD —
Dr. Suess and some of his memo
rable characters will be memori
alized in a statue to be erected in
the good doctor’s hometown,
Springfield, Mass.
The whimsical children's
author, whose real name was
Theodor Geisel, died in La Jolla,
Calif., in September at the age of
87. His wife, Audrey, will serve
as honorary chairwoman of the
statue project “The imagination
and creativity o f every American
child has been touched by the
immense talent of Theodor
Geisel,” Mayor Mary Hurley said.
A design has not been
chosen but Thomas Costello,
president of the Springfield LL
brary and Museums, said the statue
would depict the author and sev
eral of his best-loved characters,
such as the Cat in the Hat and the
Grinch who stole Christmas.
CHICAGO(UPI)— Sears,Roe
buck and Co. said Wednesday it
will team up with 2,300 of its
suppliers in a campaign to reduce
by 25 percent the volume of pack
aging materials for products sold
at Sears by the end of 1994.
“We believe our new en
vironmental partnership is sigl
nificant because it is an integrated
and comprehensive program, link
ing thousands of American coml
parties with Sears in a broad-based
commitment to address the coun
try’s solid waste disposal prob
lem,” said Laurence E. Cudmore
president of retail for Sears Mer
chandise Group.

ONU’s fall play, The Curious
Savage, the story of greedy stepchil
dren trying to wrest money from their
multi-millionaire stepmother, will be
presented tomorrow and Saturday at
7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium.
In The Curious Savage, Mrs.
Savage, a widow who has been left
$10 million by her husband, wishes
to put the money to good use.
However, her grown-up step
children have other ideas, and in an
attempt to get Mrs. Savage to hand
over the money they have her com
mitted to an institution for the “in
sane.” Then things start to really go
wrongforMrs. Savage’s greedy step
children.
Despite the stepchilren’s trecherous actions, the play is light
hearted and entertaining. “It’s a warm
and wonderful play, with a sort of
whimsical, poignant humor, not rollin-the-aisle laugh-lines^ according
to director Angela Latham-Jones,
speech communication department
The three-act play, written by
John Patrick, features a cast of 11.
They are Jeanne Stafford, Martin
Fernandez, Melissa Skinner, Jeff Scott,
Missy Rife, Matt McBumie, Jeremy
Childs, Nicole Montague, Dr. Lora
Donoho, Valory Melton and Troy
Comstock. Dr. Donoho is the only
non-student performing, and she will
portray Mrs. Savage.
The cast has been putting in
many hours of hard work and prac
tice. Fernandez, who portrays Han
nibal, one of the “guests” at the sani
tarium, has been involved in several
of Olivet’s past productions and said
“this is die best cast we’ve ever worked
with.”
Childs, who is also assistant

Dr. Lora Donoho, Melissa Skinner and Jeanne Stafford are among 11 cast
members in The Curious Savage which will be performed tomorrow and
Saturday nights in Kresge Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Dr. Donoho portrays Mrs.

director, said, “It’s a wonderful op
portunity to get the chance to work
with a cast of this much merit and en
thusiasm. It makes directing that much
harder because I don’t know what to
say to make them better.’” *,

Although The Curious Sav
age has many familar faces to the
Olivet drama scene, there are new
ones as well. Jeff Scott is excited
about being a part of this year’s fall
play. “This is die first play I’ve been

Eaton to record debut album
with help from Gaithers' producer

Jason Eaton, ONU junior, was one o f the soloists at the 1991 Homecoming
Coronation. The music education major is recording his debut album which will
be released Nov. 30. (GlimmerGlass photo by Andrew Peckens.)

Jennifer Blake
Assistant News Editor
Junior Jason Eaton is doing
something that many only dream of - he's recording an album, Glorious

Praise, which will be available Nov.
30.
With the help of Wayne
Buchannan, producer for Gaithers,
Eaton began producing his debut
album this summer.I

Eaton met Buchannan through
the Orpheus accident last year and
again at a Gaither concert. Buchan
nan asked Eaton his plans for the
summer, and soon after they began
putting together the album. Eaton
said he was flattered by Buchannan’s
interest
“I didn’t even know I could
sing until my sophomore year (in
high school)!” Eaton said.
As a fluke, he had auditioned
for a singing group in high school,
not anticipating an outcome. Sur
prisingly enough, Jason was asked to
join the group.
Then Eaton started perform
ing solos in high school, and during
his senior year was selected one of
the "Top 10 Soloists in the State of
Michigan” by the Michigan Vocal
Association. Since then he has fur
thered his career by becoming a
member of the Master’s Quartet as
an ONU sophomore, and also be
coming a member of Orpheus Choir.
Eaton, a music education
major, hopes to be a song evangelist
and believes the album is a good
experience that will enhance his evan
gelistic career.
He said he is happy and ex
cited that the time has come for the
album to be presented. He, added,
“there is a lot of work; involved”
■ See EATON, Cont. on Page 3

Savage, a wealthy widow who has been placed in a sanatorium by her stepchil
dren who are trying to get her money. Skinner and Stafford portray a couple o f
"guests" at the institution. (GlimmerGlass photo by Jeremy Harrison.) -

in at Olivet and I’m honestly having
the time of my life,” he said.
Melton, who plays Miss Wilhelmina, said that she is excited
because the play has "an excellent
script and a good cast." She added, "I

think we’ll make them laugh and
cry!”
;
Tickets for The Curious Sav
age are $4, $3 with student I.D., and
are on sale in Ludwig Center and at
the door.

Messiah set for Dec. 7-8
The Messiah performances
will be a little different this year.
The first performance is sched
uled for Saturday, Dec. 7, at 7:30
p.m. in Chalfant Hall, and will fea
ture alumni soloists and an alumni
choir. Then the student soloists will
perform Sunday, Dec. 8, at 6 p.m. in
College Church.
Prof. Joe Noble, conductor,
said that about 100 alumni will join

the Orpheus Choir, University Sing
ers, Choral Union and the Olivet
Orchestra for the Saturday night
concert. He added that it will be held
in Chalfant to accomodate the larger
numb»' of alumni.
The student soloists are Mary
Atkinson, alto; Kandace Merryman,
soprano; George Wolffe, tenor; and
Erik Chalfant, bass. All the alumni
soloists have not been selected yet*

Choir member responds
to trip to Praise Gathering
Editor’s note:. The following was
written by one of the members
of Orpheus Choir.
Each year Orpheus Choir
travels to Indianapolis fo r the
annual “Praise Gatheringfo r Be
lievers” started by B ill and Glo
ria Gaither,
This gathering has been
traditionally one o f the m ost
exciting and inspiring events o f
the year. But because o f last year's
tragedy, which kept Orpheusfrom
attending, this year’s trip seem ed
extra-special.
Choir members were ap
prehensive as they made the jou r
ney, but the apprehensions seemed
to fade away as the weekend pro
gressed.
jgH? W hen. Orpheus arrived
W ednesday night, the Gaithers

and other Preuse Gathering per
sonnel greeted the choir, andB ill
G aither gave a short devotional
R ehearsals were h eld
Thursday and the opening con
cert was held that evening.
The next two daysfollowed
the sam e form at and included
m orning worship services. Dur
ing one o f the worship services
D r. George Dunbar, Orpheus
director, read a letter from Presi
dent John Bowling expressing the
gratitude o f all involved with last
year’stragedytoth epeopleofth e
Praise Gathering, especially to
B ill and Gloria Gaitherfo r their
support and prayer.
Then Dr. Dunbarfollowed
this letter with anotherfrom J ill
Seider, A lex Anderson'sfiancee,
which gave scriptural words o f

■ See CHOIR, C ont on Page 3

Speak up
Excuse me for a moment
/ While I go get my soapbox...

Hardball

■ It’s beginning to scare
; me what one rumor, can do.
| | Imagine with me that a man works
■ his whole life to earn respect He
¡sh a s to beat poverty, ignorance,
and racial prejudice. After years
of paying his dues, working his
**way up the ladder, and treating his
coworkers as professionals, he is
d o m in a te d to, oh for the sake of
argument, the United States
»^-'Supreme Court. Now imagine that
out of all the women he has
„ ,associated with over the course of
20 years,,just one comes out and
says that he harassed her sexually.
: Remember all of the hard work?
'-./Flush H P
■ Why is it that in certain
areas of the country, your relation
ship with the Lord is in direct
proportion to your hair length? It
seems like some churches found a
. :certain style that they appreciated
.♦Sin the mid 1940s and have stuck
with it. Let me ask another
question. Why is it that each of
these churches seem to run under
115 in attendance?-Is change
-wrong? is change sin? No! If it
<"!was we’d still be taking the Mass
in Latin and trying to recapture
''Jerusalem.
■ Shame on the Atlanta
-.Braves. Their ‘Tomahawk Chop”
; has offended a handful of Indians.
These native Americans are in the
opinion that Atlanta fans have
dishonored their heritage. These
Indians even want Atlanta to do
away with their mascot. You
* know what? While we’re at it,
; let’s axe the Redskins, Cowboys,
< Vikings, 49ers, Seminoles,
; Boilermakers, Fighting Irish,
| Illini, Hoosiers, Runnin’ Rebels,
; Yankees, (breath) Brewers,
; Pirates, Indians, Padres, Mariners,
; Celtics, and Black Hawks. Each
! one of these, if taken in just the
; right way, could insult someone’s
heritage. Oh, I almost forgot the
\ animal rights crowd. Out with the
' Dolphins, Bears, Eagles, Falcons,
• Cardinals, Cubs, Blue Jays;
; Orioles, Hawks, Hornets, Timberi wolves, Bucks... Get my point?
I -It’s hard to be a politically correct;
I 'sports fan in the 90s.
■ A professor andT
; recently discussed different
t financial struggles that pastors go
\ through. He said that when a
; church has to fight to pay their

Rich Cook
budgets, the pastor is entitled to
keep individual projects, such as
Youth in Mission, teen trips, and
local Christian organizations, from
soliciting money away from the
local church. He explained that
every dollar that goes to one of
these projects is a dollar that could
be used to keep their own lights
on. I’m trying to understand his
point. But where do we draw the
line? Maybe the Olivet alumni
office should take this theory into
consideration before its next
“phone-a-thon.” And where does
faith fit into the financial plan of
church and university leaders?
(Who says “keeping the lights on”
is more important anyway?)
■ In this country, the right _
of the individual has superseded
the rights of the many. A Texas
man’s right to own a semi
automatic handgun outweighs
another’s right to life. A woman’s
right to "after-the-fact” birth
control outweighs the rights of
more than a million babies a year.
Maybe Washington should
concentrate more on “freedom
froms” instead of the numberless
“freedom tos.”
■ What do you think of
275-pound preachers telling you
not to smoke, drink, chew, or go
with the girls who do? They
explain that our bodies are temples
of God. Ever wonder about his
temple? Doesn’t the Bible say not
to be a drunkard? A drunkard is
someone who abuses alcohol.
What about abusing food? If you
ask me, an obese man crammed
into the front seat of a Vega trying
to dip his pancakes in the plastic
cup of syrup is as dangerous as
someone who has had a few beers
any day.
“Why so many questions?”
you might ask? These are just a
few problems I have with the
“system.” Not any particular
system, just the system. Never let
anyone take away the privilege of
questioning authority. Without
questioning the present, there can
be no change in the future. And
without change, life becomes
stagnant. I hope that at least the
philosophy department agrees with
me.

Rejecting the power struggle among races
Diversity: A Critical
Journal o f Race and Culture is a
new magazine being published by
a multi-racial group of young
writers to challenge accepted
orthodoxies about race.
These writers reject the
concept of America as a collection
of races struggling for power.
David Bernstein,
Diversity's editor, is the founder of

a minority-student forum that
strives to offer fresh perspectives
on issues like affirmative action.
Berstein said, "The politi
cally correct version of ’diversity,’
which appreciates only difference
of skin color, is nothing more than
ethnic cheerleading. We believe in
genuine diversity-diversity of
thought Diversity’s writers hold
that ideas know no color."
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As no ocean (or artist) can deny
Getting Down

Amidst all the reading and
studying and researching we do
here in college, do you ever
wonder what, if anything, you will
still have with you 10 years down
the road?
Of all the stories I read in
grade school—back when reading
was a novelty—there is one that
sticks out in my mind. It’s right up
there with “The Little Boy Who
Cried Wolf,” and I’ve often
wondered what ever possessed my
brain to hold on to that memory
over all these years.
The story was about a little
Quaker boy who loved to draw,
but whose father would not let
him, for pictures weren’t permitted
by their religion.
The child persuaded his
father otherwise. We learned that
art could be good (happy ending).
Something triggered my
mind into pondering that story the
other day, and I discovered a
message I had not seen before.
“Why is it the tendency ofrelig-. •(
ions to squelch the artistic im
pulse?^;Whether it be in litera
ture, drama, or music, artistic
expression tends to find its safest
haven outside the holy sanctuary.
(Even in the days when the
only artwork was religious in
nature, no other artistic expression
was permissable by the church).
In discussing these percep
tions with a friend, I came upon
my own answer: “Artists are in
touch with the mystery of the
universe that theologians would
like to explain away, and artists '
express the desperation of human
ity that Christians think they have
answered.”
I have been told that the

mazes, lost, among bright stars on
this most weary unbright cinder,
lost! Remembering speechlessly
by Ann Dorsey
the great forgotten language, the
lost lane-end into heaven, a stone,
a
leaf, an unfound door. Where?
purpose of art is to raise questions.
No wonder we fear it- -we who
When? ’
"O lost, and by the wind
would "make idols of answers.”
grieved, ghost, come back again."
As I pursue a major in
Even if we hold assurance
English literature, I am continually
made aware of truth common to all of being eventually "found" in
heaven, which of us is not grieved
humanity. Much of that truth lies
upon feeling that "forgotten lan
in the search we all go through to
guage" in the wind? Which of us
determine “What am I doing
does not have some sense of being
here?” ■
lost and isolated upon this earth?
The very asking points our
Why is it that the Psalms
way to the great mystery of God. I
are the best-loved part of the
celebrate the questions expressed
Bible? David was not afraid to cry
in art because they show us that
out to his God, revealing the very
“God is inexhaustible.”
blackness of his anguish and
At Dr. John Bowling’s
inauguration, Harvard Professor
desolation.
It is encouraging to me that
Richard Valantasis told us educa-ro
tion is about discerning truth "from this songwriter was described as “a
unexpected-sources.” Thank you, i. man after God’s own heart.” I
claim Psalm 42:7, “Deep calls to
Harvard!
Why else are we here? Why deep / in the roar of your water
falls; all your waves and breakers
else do we desire to learn about
have swept over me.” ;
this world we live in? Do we not
C.S. Lewis gave the
believe that “all truth is God’s
analogy of one’s personal relation
truth?” Didn’t he invent the
ship with God being like a walk
mathematic equations on which
along the ocean. Something will
the universe is based?
Why do we study the works take place when those waves and
breakers sweep over you: some
of men who are not "Christian?"
thing unique to each individual—
Could it be they are still human?
something profound and mysteri
Could it be we still share in that
ous.
That is what we each must
humanity?
find
in
“God.”
On the first page of Look
But
if you wish to get
Homeward, Angel, Thomas Wolfe
anywhere on the Atlantic, Lewis
reveals the novel’s theme:
SM8IS Which o f us has known
says, you need a map. That is the
system of organized religion.
his brother? Which o f us has
The map of religion cannot
looked into his father’s heart? ...
be mistaken for the ocean itself.
Which o f us is notforever a
(Praise Yahweh!)
stranger and alone?
Yet neither can you spend
waste o f loss, in the hot

Dear Blabby

Manslanders

Dear Blabby:
Dear Manslanders,
Like many other students
I never really went out
I'm excited about the changes that
with any guys in high school, but
now I've met a great guy at Olivet. are being made here at Olivet.
Hovever, I am really enraged by
He asked me out a few weeks ago
the action o f some students who
and it was fun. We'vejbeen out a
few more times and get along won feel that the new "blue jean rule"
is an open license fo r food throw
derfully, but lately he’s been
ing in the cafeteria. I fin d such
pulling away from me and I think I
behavior very offensive and quite
know what the problem is—he
doesn’t have much money and just f childish. Do you have any sug-|g
geslonsfor me or others that are
can’t afford to take me out any
more. He would never admit it. I
fed up with such behavior?*:
really like him and I don't care
Signed,
about his money. How can I let
Fed Up
him know this?
Worried
Dear Fed Up,
Thank you for your letter!
I
too
have
seen an increase in the
Dear Worried:
amount
of
air-born objects in the
This can be a tricky thing
cafeteria. I'm not sure if it is in
to handle-dealing with the ego of
direct correlation with the "blue
an O.N.U. guy usually is! Most
jean rule" or if it's just more fun to
likely the idea that to be a "man”
throw the food than to eat it.
he must treat and buy many things
Aside from the reason for
for his "woman" is deeply in -|||
such behavior, these lunch-room
grained in him. Although being
commandos are getting very
treated like a princess is certainly
irritating. It's hard to believe that
an appealing idea, you have to
the future of tomorrow sits quietly
show him that money is not the
in the classroom and then becomes
only way to accomplish this.
If you have a little money the crudest of crude animals in the
cafeteria.
yourself, why‘don’t you ask him
' As far as a suggestion,
out once? If he refuses, he proba
bly needs to be rid of his medieval mine would be to call their mom
idea that this reduces his manhood, mies and daddies and find out if
each has a chronic food throwing
anyway. But most likely he will
be delighted and relieved that you problem. It seems fitting to treat
still show an interest in him minus these over-grown children in a way
that is most becoming to their
his money.
actions. I have also been told that
If you can’t afford this,
casually suggest other inexpensive there are those that have the
activities. Use your imagination- power to stop or at least monitor
go for a walk, get library books to this or any unwanted behavior in
the cafeteria. I don’t see much in
read to each other, bake cookies
the way of disciplinary actions
together, go to church together,
taking place, though - probably
play in fallen leaves, or go to a
because the offenders are sitting
grocery store and eat the free
samples. These may not sound (or with those that are monitoring or
the don’t want to be the "bad guy"
be) as exciting as a night in
(or gal).
Chicago with front row seats for
My last piece of advice
Les Mis, but if you truly enjoy
would
be
to stay low to the ground
each other's company, you can
and
try
to
stay out of the firing
make anything fun.
If you bring up these sug zone. Also, you might consider
writing a letter to one higher than
gestions in the right way, you
myself and express your disap
should be able to help him
pointment. Good luck, Fed Up.
overcome his pride and develop a
You're not alone.
good relationship.

your life merely strolling upon the
beach, soaking it all in, Lewis con
tinues.
(I shut him off at this point
I’m not yet ready to travel by
extrapolated maps—I’d rather
stick my toes in the sand and try to
fathom the tides).
But any time we come face
to face with someone from another
shore, we realize the futility of our
own methods of understanding.
As Christian counselor Paul
Toumier said, “When someone
lays bare to me the burning reality
of his life, I am well aware that
most of my replies could easily be
only those of m y ... system of
thought and its claim to possess
truth. (Then my) sincerest efforts
to help will finish by crushing and
repressing them instead of liberat
ing them.’jgB
One of Toumier’s patient’s
wrote: “Those who impose upon us
their ready-made solutions, those
who impose upon us their science
or their theology, are incapable of
healing us.”
Could we also say, “are
incapable of teaching us”? No
“ready-made solutions” will stick
with students nearly so much as
what teachers impart to us of
themselves. We will observe how
they survive as humans through
the ins and outs of their lives.
We may learn with
Shakespeare that “all the world’s a
stage, and all its people merely
players.” Perhaps we will decide
what part we are meant to play
during our time here.
Maybe we’ll determine that
art can be good (happy ending),
and remember our lesson never to
cry wolf.

Letters to
the Editor
Anonymous letters have been submitted recently but are remain
ing unpublished. It is the general policy of the GlimmerGlass that if a letter
is worthy to be printed, the author should submit his or her name.
All letters are appreciated but anonymous letters are strongly
discouraged.

Making Satan happy
Lately I'm realizing what
a tool time can be for Satan. We
overload our schedules and he
jumps for disgusting joy. As
college students, we tell ourselves
that we're only busy because we’re
in college and that our lives will
slow down as soon as we graduate.
Our lives will change but they
won't slow down —if for no other
reason than we are so used to
being busy.
"What's so wrong with
being busy?" you ask, "After all,
'idle minds are the Devil's work
shop'." The opposite of being too
busy is not necessarily an "idle
mind." I don’t know about you, but
having an overloaded schedule for
me often means an overloaded
mind. Take this article, for
instance. I'm so busy trying to get
this written for my opinions page
that I don't have time to stop and
really meditate on what God wants
me to write about. I just have to
say "God, you'll have to guide my
pen 'cause I just don't have time to
wait on you today."
Am I the only one, or do
you go to bed some nights thinking
"I haven't had time to have a
meaningful conversation with
anyone in days.” Again Satan
applauds IP his plan is worrrkinnng.
In my computer class the
other day, Professor Larry Vail
took time out for a class devotional
(something most of our profs don't
even consider anymore). He read
us the passage about the man who
ncb-aH Tachc urhoi tViA (TrpqtMt rn m -

Valory Melton
mandment of the law was. Of
course we all remember that Jesus
said "love God with all your heart,
soul, mind and strength, and sec
ondly, love your neighbor as
yourself."
For some reason that
scripture seemed more significant
when I heard it then than ever
before. I realized that Jesus didn't
say "go to college," "be success
ful," "graduate," or even "get your
assignments done." He didn't say,
"attend chapel regularly," "don't
max your Visa," or "call your
parents at least once a month." He
just said love God and people —
the last two things we make time
for in our busy schedules.
Tell me if I'm wrong, but
are we totally wasting the precious
life God gave us on deadlines, due
dates, and writing articles for the
GlimmerGlass? I'm not saying we
should all quit school and become
flower children, but we should all
reconsider our motives and
mindsets.
We can actually love by
going to classes everyday, working
time, writing articles, and complet
ing assignments. We need to
consider how each of these tasks
can benefit those around us and
how these tasks can aid our
spiritual growth. Maybe then Satah
won't see busy schedules as such a
great thing and we'll all experience
less pressure from deadlines.
Wouldn't that be nice!

Intramural martial arts class
teaches karate, self-defense
Brian Woodworth
Staff Writer
Imagine you are walking
down a city street in Chicago and
you notice a figure in the shad
ows.
Wary of his presence, you
walk close to the curb and try to
avoid him. But as you approach
he suddenly steps in front of you
and demands your wallet. Then
before you can say anything you
see a knife blade flash through
the air. What do you do?
This question, along with
others, are being answered in the
new karate class at ONU. The
present class welcomes students
of all karate styles to participate,
but the class uses Isshinryu Ka
rate, a practical street fighting
style that originated in Okinawa.
The class emphasize»
speed and power in both close
and longer range situations. It is
geared so students actually get
hands-on experience in applying
what they have learned, because
“self-defense is no good unless it
can be used in real lif e ,s a id
Scott Johnson, class instructor.
Johnson, sophomore, is a
first-degree black belt in Isshjg
inryu Karate and has been in
volved with karate for about seven
years. He started the class, which

is sponsored by intramurals, as a
continuation of the teaching he has
done at home, and because he enjoys
doing it. ,

fense of one’s own physical body,
or that of another.
“I am a Christian first,
then I am a Karateka. I do not use

'I

do not use what I know, or teach others to use what they
have learned, to destroy others, but rather I believe that karate
is for helping and protecting one's fellow man, not hurting him.'
-S c o tt Johnson, '94
Instructor

Johnson said that this is an
advanced class that will train lowerbelts so that a greater degree of or
ganization can be achieved in the
beginner’s class that will start at the
beginning of next semester and will
continue into the next year.
The classes’ workouts in
clude one which is geared toward
athletes and one geared toward non- athletes. Students will leam how to
do the basic blocks, punches, kicks
and associated techniques. There will
be opportunity for advancement in
rank depending on the student’s
willingness to leam and amount of
practice.
The classes are taught for selfdefense only, and the techniques that
are taught are not to be used for any
purpose other than a last resort de-

what I know, or teach others to
use what they have learned, to
destroy others, but rather I be
lieve that karate is for helping
and protecting one’sfellow man,
not hurting him,” Johnson said.
Don’t worry about get
ting involved in any Zen Bud
dhism or Eastern mysticism in
this class, either, every class
session begins with a prayer and
a scripture, and is based on Chris
tian principles.
The advanced class meets
Mondays and Tuesdays at 9-11
p.m. Persons interested in join^J
ing the classes should contact
Johnson at 933-7678. W omen!
as well as men, are welcome in
the classes.

Sigma Tau Delta President Martin Fernandez presents a book to librarian Kathy Van Fossan as part of the English Honor
Society's dedication ceremony. Sigma Tau Delta donated $500 worth o f books to Benner Library. (GlimmerGlass photo
by Andrew Peckens.)

Eaton
which is bringing him to really ap
preciate song evangelists. “It has
opened my eyes to a new world of
singing and recording.”
Glorious Praise, put out by
Praise Productions, will include “We
Btlieve” and “Symphony of Praise”
originally sung by Steve Green, “Make
His Praise Glorious” by Sandi Patti,

Area businesses honor ONU Gold Card
ASC Gold Cards, which are
good for a 10 percent discount at a
numb»' of area businesses, have been
distributed to students who were
named to lastsemester’sDean’sList.
The participating businesses
are Benston’s Bookshoppe, Body

Works Fitness Center, Busse and
Rieck Florists, Cakes Complete and
Wedding, Celebrations, Chester Com
puter Center, Clyde’s Camera ‘n
Cards, Colonial Studio, Cromwell’s
Clothiers, and John Panozzo Pro
duce Co.

In addition, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, King Music, Inc., Lemstone Books, Little Professor Books,
Marriott-Red Room, Patti’s Craft
Comer, TCBY (Kankakee), The
Grease Spot, The Learning Tree,
Victorian House Florals, Video 102

ASC drops

Continued from Page 1

Inc., and Westphal Jewelers are also
honoring the Gold Card.
McDonald’s (Bourbonnais)
will give a 12 ounce soft drink or cup
of coffee to those with Gold Cards.

“A Few Good Men” by the Gaither
Vocal Band, and “My Tribute” by
Andre Crouch (which is dedicated to
Matt Wing and his family).
Eaton said that the album is
dedicated to Alex Anderson, Cindy
Langdon and Andrea Green, who
were involved in the Orpheus acci
dent last year.
This summer Eaton will go
on tour in Michigan, Indiana and Il
linois. He will debut at the Flint
Central Church of the Nazarene, and
will perform at a variety of non-denominational churches.

video yearbook
Dawn Nirider
Staff Writer
ASC has dropped the video
yearbook proposal from its agenda
due to student lack of interest, ac
cording to ASC President Heidi
Winter.
She added that the council
was also having trouble obtaining
persons to film the yearbook.

Choir

Continued from Page 1

inspiration. He concluded with his Lam elle Harris, the Cathedrals,
own personal expression o f grati Gaither Vocal Band and Trio, the
tude.
Soul Children and Image.
During the afternoons, semi
In addition, Angela Lathamnars were held which featured a Jones, ONU communications pro
number o f speakers, including Tony fessor, also performed some inspir
Campolo, Hicks and Cohagen, ing drama works.
Frank Paretti and Gloria Gaither.
Then Sunday morning, Or
Several concerts were also held in pheus gave two morning service
the afternoons. The choirsfrom An appearances at Indianapolis Fit st
derson University, Indiana Wesleyan Church o f the Nazarene. Members
University, Taylor University and o f the Choirfe lt a sense o f spiritual
Olivet’s Orpheus Choir performed fulfillm ent and inspiration; the
in one o f these concerts.
Lord’s presence eased the appre
The evening concerts fea hensions and reservations because
tured artists, such as, Sheila Walsh, o f last year’s tragedy once again
Glen Campbell, Michael English, proving His faithfulness.
Sandi Patti, Accapella, Steve Green,

Seniors elected to this year's Who's Who Among: Students in American!: Todd Spittal, Troy Comstock and Nathan Degner. Not pictured are Tracey
Universities and Colleges are (front row, from left) Julie Overpeck, Heidi Spaulding, Dave Richmond, Nick Christoffersen, Dana Dishon and Andrew
Whiteiaw. The. students were elected by ONU faculty and student council
Winter, Traci Augustosky, (middle row) Lori Coats, Cathy Jakobitz, Beth
Bimber, Ann Dorsey, (back row) Dave Spriggs, Scott Sherwood, JeffUmbaugh, juniors and seniors. (GlimmerGlass photo by Andrew Peckens.)

Have you seen a lot of new books you want at other
bookstores?
Order them from us and get 25 %of£ • Order bunches
of thdm and save even more!
You'll never have to pay full price again, m
cover or paperback!

Paperback Reader
660 N. Fifth Avenue • Kankakee, IL 60901
Open M o n -S at 10-5 *932-1147
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S C H O L A R S H IP IN FO R M A TIO N
FO R S T U D E N T S W H O N EED

FOR COLLEGE
Every student is eligible for som e
type of financial aid regardless
of grades or parental incom e.
COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE: Our data base of over
200,000 listings of scholarships and grants
represent over $10 billion in private
sector financial aid.
MANY AWARDS: Scholarships are available to
students based on their career plans,
family heritage and academic interests.
UNIQUE RESEARCH: Our research department has
located many Scholarships including awards
for newspaper carriers, grocery clerks,
cheerleaders and non-smokers.

RESULTS GUARANTEED.
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Lack of support
forces UCM team to
withdraw services

Conference shows job market truths
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Christi Fulwood
Staff writer
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GlimmerGlass editors Ann Dorsey, Debbie Hickman and Lori Brooks stop to pose for a picture outside the Marriott
City Center in Denver, Colo. (GlimmerGlass photo by Jo Williamson)

Lori Brooks
Features Editor

A;

“Not until 4:30? You mean
we’ve paid for room reservations
weeks ago, have been up since be
fore dawn, need to wash our hair...and
they won’t let us check into our
rooms until 4:30?” we whined.
My watch said 12:30 p.m.
Such was the beginning of
Mile High Media for some members
of the GlimmerGlass staff. But do
not weary, readers. The trip improved.
We got a room with a rather cool
view, got some sleep later that nighty
and yes, we did get to wash our hair.
We even managed to learn a few
new things that may become a part
of this publication’s future.
It all began Oct. 31. Profes
sor Jo Williamson, GlimmerGlass
adviser, Executive Editor Ann Dorsey,
News Editor Debbie Hickman and I
flew to Denver, Colo., to participate
in Mile High Media, a national con
vention for staffs of college newspa
pers. Approximately 2,000 student
journalists attended the convention
held in downtown Denver’s Marri
ott City Center. We learned impor
tant lessons during those three days,
including the fact that most people
involved with journalism smoke
heavily.
Keynote speakers for the
convention included George Curry
of the Chicago Tribune, syndicated
cartoonist Jerry Robinson, Jean Otto
of the Rocky Mountain Post, Kurt
Anderson of Spy magazine and syn
dicated columnist Jeffrey Zaslov'.
Specialized sessions were conducted

only is this a time to see if you are
by journalists, lawyers, professors
good
enough for the job, but this is
and other professionals. I personally
also
a
time to see if die job is good
attended sessions on headlines, leads,
newspaper censorship at small p r i ^ enough for you.
In addition to attending ses
vate colleges and what to expect in
sions,
Debbie
and I attended a Job
the journalistic job market.
Fair
in
which
publications such as
The last area interested me.
Newsday.LosAngelesTimes,
Wash
Former publisher, current newspa
ington
Post
and
U.,
the
national
col
per adviser at the University of Kansas,
lege
newspaper,
were
granting
in
Tom Eblen, shared the realities of
terviews
for
jobs
and
internships.
one’s first “journalist” job. (Someof
We got all dressed up, not to men
you may be saying “big deal,” but I
tion nervous, and shared our clips
think some of those realities can
(stories we have had published), only
apply to all first “career-oriented”
to find out that the big newspapers
jobs).
are
not hiring. •
Eblen stressed that rather than
The group was not in search
holding out for the perfect job you
of
journalistic
knowledge the entire
want, you should take what you can
weekend,
however.
We made some
and make the most of it. Don’t limit
new
friends
and
saw
some
older ones,
yourself to doing only that for which
including
former
GlimmerGlass
you have been trained. “If the opporfil
adviser Dr. Joe Bentz. Tours of dif
tunity is appealing, do it,” Eblen
ferent sites within Denver were also
said.
offered,
in addition to shopping ar
He said to look for the jobs
eas
such
as the Sixteenth Street Mall
from which people have gone on to
and
Tabor
Village.
“bigger and better things.” That first
As
we
returned to the Chi
job will most likely involve long
cago
O’Hare
Airport,
I decided that
hours with little pay, but use it as a
these
big
college
conventions
have
springboard.
their
purpose.
I
d
o
n
f
think
they
are
Eblen said to make sure you
meant to frighten those of us from
learn the “company history” and
smaller institutions (Some students
personal temperaments of those with
at the conference are part of daily
whom you will work. This may in
college publications with circula
volve many conversations over many
tions as large as20,000). I think they
cups of coffee. Finding an older,
serve as an exchange of ideas, as an
more experienced friend in the busi
enlightenment. We could look at the
ness, one who could give you some
different schools’ papers and com
pointers and insight could also be
pare, and rather than being discour
beneficial.
aged, we were encouraged—encour
Lastly, Eblen reminded us that
aged to try new and innovative ideas.
we are basically “on probation” the
But we also know we can be pleased
first three to six months df that first
with our work right now.
job. But don’t get discouraged. Not

class.

Last year Rev. Gilbert Leigh
publically commended the work of
the Urban Chilreen’s Minitries team
at his innercity Ingleside Church of
the Nazarene. Now Rev. Leigh is
without a UCM team at all.
The Ingleside UCM team,'
which built an active enrollment of
75 children, withdrew from the church
last month because they felt “there
was no support structure within the
church or the neighborhood,” ac
cording to UCM Coordinator Melissa
Frye.
During their two and a half
years at Ingleside, the team taught
Sunday School, offered Saturday
tutoring services, began a junior high
program and organized neighbor
hood children’s events. Nick Christoffersen and Frye moved into the
neighborhood last summer to pro
vide constructive activities, such as
Boys’ Clubs and Girls’ Clubs, as
positive outlets for the children’s
energy and creativity and to decrease
negative neighborhood influences,
Frye said.
Nevertheless, the UCM team
felt that their work could go no furjfl
ther without help from church
members and staff.
“We went out of our way to
keep all members of the church in
formed of our activities. We dis-ji
cussed at length our need for partici
pation^ Christoffersen said. Only
one member of the church responded
and began teaching a Sunday school

Furthermore, the children’s
department was the only area of the
church experiencing growth, accord
ing to Frye and Christoffersen. Sun
day morning service attendance sel
dom stretched beyond the same 11
people.
“As college students, we can
only have a limited role in the
church...We are transitory and that
means we can only have that limited
role. We can’t carry a church. We
cannot be the only growth factor,”
Christoffersen said.
Lack of adequate volunteers
and financial support are problems
which often plague inner city work.
Many times internal needs become
so great that it is impossible for an
organization to carry out its mission.
The case of the Ingleside Church
demonstrates this. Too much respon
sibility was placed upon an organi-1
zation designed only to be a support
system, according to Frye.
Leaving the children at Ingle
side Church was not easy, according
to Frye, but the team felt it was
necessary.
“When you’re working in the
inner city, you have to decide if the
costs outweigh the benefits to the
children...Inner city children have
been let down by so many things, we
don’t want to add to that disappoint
ment,” Frye said.
“UCM groups should be no
more than a supplement to a church,
and when they become the core,
there is an imbalance that will even
tually be self-defeating,” Frye said.
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Tracey Covey-Arseneau & Sandi Cianci
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Please Call for an Appointment

,

935-1110
137 W. River (behind Main St. Opticians)
Bourbonnais, II, 60914
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CLYDE'S
CAMERA 'N' CARDS, INC.
QUALITY HALLMARK & PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS
O u r C h ris tm a s O p en H o u se
b e g in s th e H oliday S e a so n
NOV. 16-17
S E E U S FO R YOUR HOLIDAY N EED S
CARDS

GIFTS

BROADWAY AND KENNEDY DRIVE
BRADLEY, ILLINOIS
(8 1 5 )9 3 3 -2 9 1 4

’ietorian ¡House

Coand Jezue

*We would like to wish you all a Happy Thanksgiving .
Please remember Victorian House when sending *
flowers to those you love this holiday season.

V ictorian House ffCorais an d Jezvehy
5 7 7 South M ain, iB ourSonnais

933-6006
We Accept the ONU Gold Card
¡Paul Brian Carter participates in a ring toss at "The Big Nu Thang" sponsored by the sophomore class. Approxi
mately 115 students attended the carnival held in Birchard Gymnasium Saturday, Nov.10. Over $300 in door prizes,
including the grand prize, a compact disc player, were donated by Kankakee area businesses. (GlimmerGlass photo
;iy Andrew Peckens)
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.Students' donations can save lives Graduate and adult
studies students :
are they included?
Camille Smith
Staff writer
When we think of “typical”
Olivet students, we may picture
singles in their early twenties who
spend most of their time invplved
with studies or other campus activi
ties. This is true to an extent. How
ever, a group of over 400 ONU stu
dents may not fit this “norm.”
Some of these students have
jobs’during the day and attend classes
at night. They may not be in their
early twenties, and rather than go to
a basketball game or study late at
Denny’s with friends, these students
go home, play with their kids and
^Freshman Becky Amerson donates blood during the blood drive Nov.5. Amerson said she wants to help those less healthy than she is. (GlimmerGlass photo
study after the tikes have gone to
by Andrew Peckens)
,
sleep.
These students make up Ol
ivet’s
graduate
and adult studies/
One student stressed the im
such as clothing drives and raising collected at the blood drive is sent to
Caroline J. Fox
degree
completion
programs. Stu
money for spastic paralysis research. a central lab located in Peoria, 111. portance of giving blood. The stu
I Assistant Features editor
dents
can
take
classes
here on ONU’s
Stacy Branard, Circle K’s president, There, the blood is tested and screened dent had an uncle who needed a
campus
or
they
may
attend classes
Tuesday, Nov. 5,11:40 a.m.j believes that, as Christians, it is our before being sent to local hospitals. blood transfusion after being hit by a
held
in
South
Suburbia
and West
McIntosh said that she en drunk driver. The uncle died, and
Chalfant Hall’s normaly silent inte responsibility to save lives.
Chester,
111.
Instructors
in
conjunc
“We’re here to fulfill a mis joys working at college campuses now the student realizes the impor
rior buzzed with people dressed in
tion
with
Olivet
may
teach
these
Red Cross sweatshirts, running around sion,” Stacy said, “to do whatever because “you never know what’s tance of giving blood, so that other
classes,
thus
accomodating
more
people might have a second chance
carrying strange apparati, un-pack we can, spiritually and physically." going to happen.”
people,
according
to
Jenny
Johnson,
While talking to die Red Cross at life.
Olivet students helped to fulfill
ing boxes, setting up cots and shufstudent services counselor at the
One girl gave blood because
this mission by donating 102 pints of volunteers, I was told repeatedly how
%fling forms together.
School of Graduate and Adult Stud
important blood was to the commu of the sense of satisfaction it gives
This meant one of two things. blood.
ies.
Either: Chapel had been declared
Some fear giving blood, but nity. All of the blood that is col her. She also said that anyone who is
Olivet has a history of adult
unconstitutional, so Chalfant is now according to Red Cross phleboto- lected comes from volunteers. Blood healthy and has blood to spare should
education
dating back to 1949. The
being used as a hospital warehouse, mists, (people who study blood), giv is needed all of the time, and though donate.
focus
of
adult
education at that time
or The Red Cross came to ONU for ing blood is a virtually painless ex we only tend to think abut donating
Another donor, after giving
was
two-fold.
Classes were offered
the fall blood drive.
perience. They are also positive that blood when someone we know gets blood for the first time, encouraged
to meet educational needs of return
If you think that you no longer there is no risk in contracting the hurt or sick, patients all over the others to try giving blood at least
ing
war veterans and to allow local
once.
need to attend Chapel, you'll need to AIDS virus, hepatitis, syphilis, or country are in constant need.
school
teachers to meet certification
wake up now, but if you believe that any other infectious disease while
Every minute, patients use
Tuesday, Nov. 5,6:15 p.m.; ■
requirements.
the Red Cross is at ONU for the fall giving blood. All of the needles and more than 36 pints of blood or blood the Red Cross is packed up their
Olivet’s graduate studies
blood drive, you're pretty smart.
plastic bags are sterile and are dis products across the country. That equipment, and headed back to Peo
programs include master’s degrees
The blood drive was spon- posed of after one use.
comes out to be 53,000 pints of ria. The following day they would
in education, teaching, religion,
* sored by Circle K, a campus organiAccording to Pat McIntosh, a blood needed each day on a national be up and ready to work at another
business administration, church
zaton involved in charity projects Red Cross worker, all of the blood level.
blood drive.
management, pastoral counseling and
practical ministries.
Erik Jensen is a student in the
Master of Business Administration
program. He said he chose Olivet to
continue his schooling because of its
location, the program’s implemen
tation of computers and the opportu
nities provided to work in groups.
Jensen is currently working as a pro
Savilla Smith
duction supervisor of a chemical
elude Ryan Dobson (singer/songStaff writer
company and is hoping to advance
writer), Chris Jones (guitarist/harwithin the company.
mony vocals), John Druart (drum
Milk toast It’s a bland, mushy mer), and Alan Close (Bass/ har
Although some may not con
hospital type food. The dish has na mony vocals/songwriter).
sider Jensen to be the “typical” col
spice or flavor and is useful in pro
lege student, Jensen said he feels
Milk Toast’s first perform
viding nourishment without troub ance was during Olivet’s annual all
that he is a part of the Olivet commu
ling touchy stomachs.
nity.
school Halloween party, which was
To contrast this definition is held OcL 19 at the Rosenboom farm.
“I was amazed at how openthe band Milk Toast, whose music They played five songs, including
armed everyone was,” Jensen said.
doesn’t conform to categories such two originals written by Dobson and
Jensen said that maybe in the
as punk or new wave. Band mem Close, and three cover songs already
futurehe will becomemore involved
bers call their music “aggressive- put out by other artists.
with campus activities, but for now
progressive,^ citing that it is loud,
his family, studies and work occupy
According to Dobson, Milk
hard edged, and can be jammed to. Toast steps beyond the norm to use
most of his time.
Members of Milk Toast in- flavor and flair in their show$J
Paul Sauers is working on his
Master of Arts in Teaching degree
Because Milk Toast's sound is dif
and hopes to enhance his position at
ferent, Dobson said he was poncemed
about how students would react to
Morton High School. Sauers said he
|s|||
the group's music at the Halloween
does not feel as much a part of Olivet
party.
§| |
Above : Milk Toast guitarist Chris
449 S. M ain St.
%
Jones performs for a group of
“I was nervous and scared,
Bourbonnais
*™
friends in the Red Room.
but the concert was exciting and
B elow : Band members play at the
fun,” said Dobson, Students at the
Halloween party at Rosenboom
party soothed Dobson’s anxiety as
Farm. (GlimmerGlass photos by
PRINTING "FOR THE JOB YOU
they requested the band to perform
Jeremy Harrison)
*
; NEEDED YESTERDAY"
another song.

You have an amp?

They have the music
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as the undergraduate would. He said
there is the opportunity for graduate
students to be more involved if they
like, but he is unable to participate
because he lives farther away, in
Cicero, 111.
Olivet’s adult studies/degree
completion program was started in
April of 1990. This program is for
people who have an associate’s degree
or have completed 60 credit hours in
pursuit of a bachelor’s degree. De
grees in human resource manage
ment, supervision and leadership,
nursing and practical ministries are
currently offered.
Harla Boulee is in the adult
studies degree completion program
in order to receive a B.S. in Human
Resource Management She currently
works as an office assistant in the
business and industry departmental
Kankakee Community College.
Boulee received an associate's de
gree from KCC in 1989, but felt that
additional education was necessary
in order to increase her knowlege.
Boulee said that many of the
things she has learned in class are
"pertinent to seminars my officeputs
on for business communication...A
degree in this area is more than merely
personnel management, it is a well
rounded offering."
According to Boulee, having
instructors from Olivet help to make
her feel part of the Olivet commu
nity. She said that the required reli
gion classes add "a certain warmth"
to her education, and she thinks it is
good to make them mandatory.
Johnson said that the Gradu
ate and Adult Studies office is work
ing more to make their students feel
part of the Olivet community.
“We have been working on
development and getting things to
run smoothly and now will have
«more time to focus in more on public
relations,” Johnson said.
In order to accomplish this
task, the office must make other
departments on campus more aware
of their graduate and degree com
pletion students. Recently a “Fall
Celebration Saturday” was planned
for the adult students but was cancelled
due to lack of interest. A newsletter «
is being put together that will be sent
to the students in hopes of increasing
their interest
For the future, Johnson said
she hopes to see growth in enroll
ment. Dr. Stephen Pusey, the current
dean of the School of Graduate and
Adult Studies said a master’s degree
of arts in liberal studies and degree
completion programs for Bible Col
lege students are being examined.
Dr. Pusey said he has another vision.
“I have a dream of a non
credit program for senior citizens to
come to campus to participate in the
college experience,” Dr. Pusey said.

a

The group adopted the name
Milk Toast mostly because it had
stuck in Dobson’s mind after he first
heard of the food milk toast in the
sixth grade. According to Dobson,
their title displays their desire to
have fun.
"We’re not out to make money
or gain fame,” said Dobson, “we just
want to have fun. Just show us a
place to plug in our amplifiers and
we’ll play.’jH
Jones agreed with Dobson and
said that the most rewarding part of
Milk Toast is that they are a group
who has fun, not just four individu
als out for gain or success.
Milk Toast is looking to branch
out into other types of music such as
raggae, and want to use more origi
nal pieces. First and foremost they
want to continue playing before
audiences.
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Teresa Moreno, a sophomore
who attended the Halloween party,
liked the band.
“They enjoy singing and that
makes it easier for the audience to
enjoy the concert.
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Tigers upset M ichigan T ech
ONU finishes season at 6-3-1 w ith dom e w in
Michael F. Sadowski

irts
Assistant Sports Editor
The Olivet Tiger football team
pots I

■ INGLEWOOD, Calif. - Earvin
"Magic" Johnson retired from
basketball last Thursday Jjafter
contracting the HIV virus, the virus
that leads to AIDS. Johnson led
the Los Angeles Lakers to five
NBA Championships in the 80's,
reaching the finals nine times in
his 12 years on the team. He was
named the NBA season MVP three
times. The NBA players and fans
played tribute to Johnson before
games Thursday and Friday offer
ing prayers arid carrying banners
expressing their loyalty to him.
Magic plans to be a national spokes
man for the HIV virus and work
toward a better understanding of
AIDS. Johnson had been named to
the USA Olympic basketball team
that was to compete next summer.
Magic has stated that he will plan
on participating in the Olympics
in Spain, but his physical condi
tion will be the determining fac
tor.
■ CHICAGO (UPI) - Michael
Jordan scored 20 points and the
Chicago Bulls opened the second
half with a 14-0 burst Tuesday
night en route to a 110-93 rout
of the Detroit Pistons.
In the first meeting of the
teams since last season's Eastern
Conference finals, the Bulls led
44-41 at halftime but began the
third period by hitting their first
five shots.
Detroit center Bill Laimbeer shoved [Horace] Grant as he
shot. Isiah Thomas of the Pistons |
pushed Pippen, and Grant, Laimbeer and Thomas were slapped
with technicals.
The defending NBA
champions wound up outscoring
the Pistons 37-18 in the third on
52 percent shooting.
■ CHICAGO (UPI) - Michael
Jordan is rejecting the picture
painted about him in a new book,
"The Jordan Rules." Jordan admits
he hit Will Perdue during prac
tice. But he said the rest of the I
book is "totally not true." How- ]
ever, Bulls coach Phil Jackson
says one report ^ that he ordered
Jordan to find the open man, John
Pax son, in one huddle r- is true.
Jackson says it was not a confron
tation and he was not angry.
■ LARGO, Fla. (UPI) - Richard
Afflis, a former pro football player
better known as "Dick the Bruiser"
during nearly four decades in pro
fessional wrestling, has died at 62.
Afflis got his nickname
in the early 1950s as an offensive
lineman with the Green Bay Pack
ers. He played four seasons with
the Packers, leaving in 1954 for
pro wrestling.
Afflis held five "world
championship" titles in the World
wide Wrestling Association and
the National Wrestling Alliance.
■ ATLANTA (A P )- TomGlavine, who won 20 games and led
the Braves to the first World Se
ries in Atlanta's history, won the
National League's Cy Young Award
on Tuesday.
■ FRANKFURT, Germ any
(UPI)-- Andre Agassi tamed Boris
Becker's serve with hard returns
and began defense of his ATP
Tour World Championship title
Tuesday night with a 6-3,7-5 vic
tory in Frankfurt, Germany. Ear
lier, top-seeded Jim Courier came
from behind to beat Karel Novacek 6-7 (8-6), 7-5,6-4. Ivan Lendl,
making his 12th straight appear
ance, routed Guy Forget 6-2, 6-4
in 73 minutes. The year-ending
$2.25 million tournament pits
the eight top-ranked player in the
^world.
________
■'

ended another successful football
season last Saturday by defeating
Michigan Tech University 34-25.
The win ended the regular season for
Olivet, leaving their record at 6-3-1.
Coach John Vander Meer was
pleased with his first full season as
head coach. “Our success this year is
really a tribute to our play ers and our
Assistant coaches,” Vander Meer com
mented. “The assistant coaches do a
lot of the work, and they deserve
most of the credit for our success.”
Tast Saturday’s win was keyed
by the running of sophomore full
back Ranier Caldwell. He tallied
168 yards on 27 carries and scored
four touchdowns. Seniorquarterback
Corey Bell ended his brilliant career
at Olivet with 16 carries for 76 yards
in his final game for the Tigers.

Vander Meer said there were
many players that stood out as lead
ers this year. “Bell was our main
offensive leader. Ranier was first in
the nation in scoring as well. He was
also named Player of the Week, which
was a great thrill for him and a
tribute to our offensive line, who
made his success possible.”

V ander’ Meer attributes
Caldwell’s success is due mainly to
the offensive line. “He also has a
“Last week was dedicated to very coachable attitude, and he has a
the seniors. We’re really sorry to see superb work ethic as well.” The of
Corey go. He was a spectacular player fensive line includes Jimmy How
for us. But I know that we halve two ard, Mark Kolkman, Tom Crider
capable quarterbacks for next year,” Bud Sherman, tight end Marcus
Monroe, and the injured Trent Salyer.
Vander Meer said.
Last Saturday’s game was
Those two quarterbacks are
played
in the dome on the campus of
juniors Billy Mitchell and Chris
Northern
Michigan University. “It
Turner:'

ONU defensiveman stops Trinity running back during the home season finale (GlimmerGlass photo by Andrew
Peckens)

in rushing. Sophomore Kurt Quick
enjoyed a spectacular year, leading
the tean with seven interceptions.
Jojo Jones was seventh in the nation
ONU had many standout in kickoff returns, and eighth iri punt
players as far as individual statistics. returns. Olivet also tied the school
Caldwell was first in the nation in record for fewest losses in a season.
When asked about next year,
scoring, and may end up number one

was a really a big thrill for our guys,
and a neat experience for our fans
too,” Vander Meer commented.

Vander Meer was both excited and %
optimistic. “I’m really not worried
about the other teams on the sched
ule. Right now my main concern is
the Tigers.” Vander Meer said. “The
coaching staff and I are looking for
ward to a great year in 1992.”

T ig e rs m aul P reach ers
d u rin g O N U H o m eco m in g
BobSantee
Sports Writer
The scary part is over-the
ONU Men’s Basketball Team won
its Homecoming basketball game.
The Tigers whipped the Preachers
of Lincoln Christian by a score of
92-58. Olivet was led in scoring by
Bob Cook's 12 points. Also scoring
in double figures for the ONU was
Shane Davis with 11 points, and
David Grasse, Tom Sennett, and
Brian Williams, all racking up 10
points apiece.
ONU led at the end of the
first half 48-31. And from the start
of the second half, Olivet domi
nated the Preachers on their way to
their 34 point win.
The Tigers' next game will
be on Friday, November 22nd at

8:00 p.m. versus Barrett College in
the second game of this year’s Subaru
Classic. The 6:00 p.m. game will
feature the College of St. Francis
against last year’s winner Rio Grande
College out of Ohio. This tourna
ment will be one of the biggest tests
of the season for the young Tigers.

Cross country team prepares
for NAIA Nationals
had bridesmaids. Tammi Williams
and Jennifer Alberts missed AllAmerican by one their freshman year.
Renee
has a chance to get it all four
The m at’s and women’s cross
years.
Maybe
we'll be the bride this
country teams participated in the
time.”
NCCAA National meet last Satur
Next Saturday, the men will
day in Cedarville.Ohio, where the
be
going
to the NAIA Nationals in
men finished ninth out of 18 teams
Kenosha,
Wis. Among the competi
and the women finished tenth out of
tors
will
be third-ranked Malone
fourteen teams.
College,
number-one
ranked Lovitt
Finishing first for the men’s
Christian,
and
second-ranked
Adams
team with a time o f26:05 was Mark
State.
“It’s
always
great
for
an
ath
Jones, who finished 26th overall.
lete
to
compete
in
a
national
meet.
It
Finishing closely behind Jones were:
will
be
a
great
challenge
for
our
Kevin Christopherson, at 27:01;
Martin Hodge, at 27:40; Kabala kids. I think we have prepared, but it
Murphy, at 28:11; and Buck Stim- is just a matter of going after it.”
“We have had a great group
son, at 28:23.
“Mark Jones turned the table of seniors. I wish them all well. They
on the competition, and improved have moved the group to another
from the competition two weeks be level of excellence.”
fore,” said Coach Ray Kuhles.

Dawn Nirider
Staff Writer

Finishing first for the women
was Renee Vandenover at 19:19.
Vandenover finished 11th overall.
Behind her were Jennifer Stedt, at
20:55; Joetta Morton, at 22:25; Kim
Miller, at 24:57; and Dawn Nirider
at 25:42. “Renee ran a great race.
She was on crutches Wednesday and
on Saturday, she still became an AllAmerican,” said coach Kuhles.
Receiving Academic AllAmerican were Buck Stimson and
Jennifer Stedt. “They are the fourth
and fifth Academic All-Americans
since I have been here,” Kuhles noted.
“In the past, we’ve always

Junior Jeff Residori (23) fights Lincoln Christian player for rebound during Homecoming game (GlimmerGlass
photo by Jerry Harris)

Coach Glass hopeful for Lady Tiger basketball
Jeff Bowling
Staff Writer
Women's Head basketball
coach Robyn Glass feels very confi
dent about the upcoming season. The
biggest goal for the season, she says,
is a winning record. However, with a
schedule as tough as Olivet's, it will
be quite a task to accomplish. Some
of the teams that are scheduled for
the Tigers this year are nationally
ranked: St. Ambrose, Rosary, S t
Francis and Chicago State, a Divi
sion 1-AA school.
The schedule in the early part
of the season will tell how far along
the Tigers have matured in pre-sea
son practices as well as the attempt
to develop solid bench support from
a promising group of freshmen.
With four starters returning,
including two possible All-Ameri-

cans in junior Karen Tingley and
senior Candace Lahr, a winning record is not out of reach. Tingley, who
plays inside, can average double fig-

ures in points and rebounds while
Lahr, who plays the guard position*
is also capable of averaging double
figures in points as well as assists.

"THE BIG SANDWICH"
BEST DEALS IN TOWN
ON THE BEST EATIN' ALL AROUND

H a rd e e r
448 S. Main - Bourbonnais
1515 W. Court - Kankakee
575 S. Schuyler - Kankakee
And Our Newest Location:
Route 50 North - Bradley (South of Wal-Mart)

John Panozzo Florist
933-2614
Your floral headquarters

W e w o u ld lik e to w is h y o u a
H a p p y T h a n k s g iv in g .

Rt. 50 N., Kankakee

C o m e a n d s e e u s ...

Special Consideration given to Olivet students

fo r th e b e s t d e a ls a ro u n d !

"A Friend of Olivet"

John Panozzo Produce Co.
933-3305
Your fruit & vegetable supplier

||Thanksgiving Centerpieces]

-J H a r d r o i.
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by Rich Cook
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rJunior Angie Joseph (12) sets senior Lawanna Coleman during the Chlcagoland Conference Tournament (GlimmerGlass photo by Andrew Peckens)

Tiger volleyball players named
to NCCAA All-District team
JoeBoie
Staff Writer
The Lady Tigers Volley
ball team will soon conclude its rocky
*season. The year ends with some im
pressive numbers despite a losing
record.
Their serves ranked the
highest with a remarkable 96 per| centfirstserveaverage.Team passes
[were also high at 86 percent, and an
'average of 17.3 digs per game.
At ONU’s Volleyball Tour
nament last Saturday, Olivet was
eliminated in the first round by S t
Francis. "Injuries weakened the team's
performance," Head Coach Brenda
►Patterson said. "Lee Ellen Voigt has
been out due to a knee injury, along

with possible ligament damage.
Luwana Coleman was not at full
strength because of an ankle sprain."
The big question for the
Lady Tigers is what will be in store
for next season. Andrea Beougherand Lawana Coleman are the only
two graduating seniors that are start
ers. Patterson is confident that next
year's squad will have a strong enough
nucleus to improve on this year's
dismal record of 6-24.
Lawana Coleman and Karla
Lehnert have been elected for the
NCCAA All-District team, and Karla
has also been chosen for the CCAA
All-Conference team.
The Lady Tigers will finish
this season with their last game this
weekend at the NAIA tourney,

It has been seven days since
I first heard that one of my
childhood heroes was stepping
down. Earvin “Magic” Johnson has
contracted the HIV virus and is
retiring from basketball. It is
certainly the end of an era.
I was eight years old the
first time I saw Magic play ball.
Michigan State and Indiana State
battled it out for the NCAA
championship. Larry Bird against
Magic Johnson. Michigan State
won the title and Magic, only a
sophomore, was named the Final
Four MVP.
Magic was drafted in the
first round by the Los Angeles
Lakers, and since that Final Four
game in 1979, he and Bird have
turned the NBA into the spectacle
it is today. In his first year as a .
professional, Magic, along with
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, led the
Lakers to the NBA title, grabbing
the MVP honors in the process. ,;
But those great memories
have now been replaced with a
picture of Magic behind a podium
and wearing a tie. I guess I never

thought of him in any other
environment but the court, wearing
his yellow and purple jersey and
shorts, a smile, and maybe a little
champaign dripping off his face.
For the sake of the fans,
Magic tried to keep his famous
smile in the spotlight during the
news conference. He announced
his immediate retirement from the
game and that he would become a
national spokesman for the HIV
virus. He stressed that he did not
have AIDS and that he was going
to go on living. But it didn’t make
any difference what he said, a part
of every basketball fan died.
The response to Magic’s
announcement has been phenoenal. Michael Jordan, Charles Bar
kley, Larry Bird, and Pat Riley all
tearfully paid tribute to their
friend. President Bush, from his
foreign affairs meeting in Rome,
called him a hero and said that he
had done a courageous thing in
coming forward and talking about
his disease.
Of the many questions that
go through my mind, the loudest

one is, “What good can come out
of this?” Now that everyone has
had a chance to swallow the
situation a little, what now?
The best thing that I think
could happen would be that every
young person that ever watched
Magic play basketball would be hit
with the reality that anyone can get
AIDS. Anyone. Even Magic.
For too long, AIDS has
been the disease of “fags and
junkies.” That just isn’t true
anymore. So far, Magic is the
greatest superstar from any media
to be infected. But there are sure to
be more.
I know that it is too much
to hope for, but I can’t help but
wish’that all of the inner-city kids
who spend the majority of their
time on the blacktop imitating
players like Magic, Jordan, and
Ewing, would stop before they use
a dirty needle or ignore the
countless pleas for safe sex, and
remember that they aren't
charmed. I know, it’s too much to
hope for.
Magic's life under the
lights, with fans screaming,
million dollar contracts and multi
million dollar advertisement deals,
has been one incredible day after
another. He was the idol of

S occer team
an ticip ates
post season
Jennifer Blake________________
Staff Writer

ml
ife -

millions of kids. He was the
glamour boy of the NBA.
But that part of his life is
behind him and what he does with
the remainder, however short it
might be, is what will label him a
real hero. See, if I walked onto a
high school auditorium stage and
gave a 15-minute talk on safe sex
and the blessings of living life by
the straight and narrow, I would be
not only laughed off the platform,
but probably carried to my death
by the 11th grade mafia.
Magic, on the other hand, is
a totally different story. He has an
opportunity that no one else has
ever had to instill in kids of the
90’s some solid values and correct
views on AIDS.
But he's no different than
any of the thousands of others
infected with the disease: He’s just
plain sick. Will AIDS recognize
who he is and pass over him when
it is time to collect? I doubt it.
I’m pulling for Magic. He
has a long road ahead of him but
from what I’ve seen out of him in
the past, I think he’ll make it. He’s
been a hero of mine for 13 years.
I’ll try to never forget what he did
on the court. But I hope that his
life off the court will bring that
same “Magic.”! !
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The Olivet Tiger Soccer team
took an upset Tuesday, Nov. 5, with
a.6-0 loss against Judson College.
Judson dominated the game
while two Tiger starters out of play.
"Doing without those two really hurt
us," stated Head Coach Larry Cary.
JudsQn was thought to be a
PS*»»
contender in the tournament last week
¿¿Jj- '-4 '.-'si*''
^Ç
.
,
end on the ONU field. “Judson is a fei
strong, well-coached team,** Cary
stated.
mm.
But the Tigers took all the
attention stealing a 4-1 victory from
Grand Rapids Baptist to begin the
tournament last Saturday. The Ti
gers had already beaten the Comets
once in a tournament at the begin
ning of the season, leaving Grand Olivet forward Joe Colon dribbles toward the goal in last home game o f the season {GlimmerGlass photo by Andrew
P eckens)V
Rapids with “a lot to contend with,”
claims Cary.
assisted by sophomore Steve McLain.
shuffle die lineup for Saturday’s game
Colon, resulting in a 4-1 victory.
Although Olivet went into the
Entering the second half, the
versus Judson. “We’re going to do
locker room at halftime with a 2-0
team seemed to pull together and
things differently with the lineup,:
ONU will continue the tour
lead, the team felt as if they weren’t
played a better game. With an assist nament when they take on Trinity
and hopefully slow down the other
playing like they knew they could.
from freshman Tom Butterfield, Christian, Friday at 1:30 at home.
team's defense.” Cary feels the team
Senior Mike Boven scored the first
Boven brought the score to 3-0. Soon The Tigers shut out Trinity a week
has made progress this year with a
goal of the game off a penalty kick,
after, Comet Brent Modderman ago, and Cary said he feels assured
good attitude and teamwork. He also
and co-captain Scott Brower fol . scored a goal off a comer kick. With that his team will win. The survivors
feels ONU can beat Judson if the
lowed with the goal number two
only 30 seconds remaining, Boven of the two games will play Saturday
Tigers keep their heads in the game.
scored with an assist from junior Joe at 1:30, also here at Olivet Cary will
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Round up your
dusty, d irty ride and
head for Super Wash.
M AKE A CLEAN
GETAWAY EVERY
TIMEI
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363 N. Convent
Bourbonnais
OPEN 24 HOURS

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

■

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

m
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A Public S ervice o f th e USDA Forest S ervice and
your S tate Forester.
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Q U A L I T Y S E R V IC E S A T A F F O R D A B L E P R IC E S !

Ladies Cut
Mens Cut
Shampoo
Perms (includes cut)

j j | 4 5 W. Broadway

Located between Jewel and
K-Mart...next to Pickway
Shoes in Towne Center,
Bourbonnais

Bradley, fttaois 60915
(815) 933-8181

m

$8.00
$7.50
$2.00
$36.00 and up

mm

935-1120

e in e k e

Discount M u fflers

935-8640
Our Services In c lu d e !

Gift Certificate
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MY ARMY R0TC SCHOLARSHIP
POT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SOMMER.
Army ROTO scholarships pay off tw ice, with
money tow ards your education and five w eeks
of nursing experience in an Army hospital.
Hundreds of nursing students win Army
ROTC scholarships every year. You can, too.

We are celebrating the opening of our newest

Exhaust ♦ Brakes

location at 594 William Latham Dr. by offering

Shocks / Struts

$ 1 0 . 0 0 o f f on all services. Please present

CV Joints • Coil Springs

‘¿ a

this gift certificate to receive discount
• Limit one per customer
* Not valid with any other special offers

A R M Y ROTC
THE SMARTEST C0LLEŒ
COURSE TODCAN TAIL
CALL BRIAN PLAI9TED COLLECT AT:
(708) 653-4930

J

C a lv in a n d Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
by Johnny Hart
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THEM'RE HOTMAKINGME
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GUAGES.' IF EHGUSU IS
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GOT.' I LOME HAMS NEW
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NOTEBOOKS AUD STUFF.'
FORTHE RESTOF THEWORLD.'
HI, CALVIN.' ARENT TOO
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excited about going to

I THINK MOM

EMERSONE SHOULD SPEAK
ENGLISH OR JUST SHUT UP,
THAT'S WHATI SASI
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CONTENTCF
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TIME TO SUBMIT YOUR ENTRIES
^y% FOR THE "TYGR" MAGAZINE:

ß .c .
by Johnny Hart
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•FICTION
• NON-FICTION
•POETRY
•ARTW ORK

Deadline: November 16th
Bring literature to English dept, or send to Traci Augustosky Box 6256
Bring artwork to Art Dept, or send to Amy Gillespie Box 6794.
•Please put your name on the back of aLentries*
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$ 1 1 . 9 5 tax included

DINNER FOR 2
$6.95 tax included

Receive one 16" Original
style pizza with two
toppings PLUS four 16
oz. bottles of Coke or diet
Coke for only $11.95, tax
included.

Receive one 12" pizza. Pan
or Original style pizza with
TWO toppings PLUS two
16 oz. boties of Coke or
diet Coke for only $6.95,
tax included.

DINNER FOR 4

$ 8 , 9 5 tax included

SB
%resge SLuditorium
9{ov. lStfi & 16tH
7:30 p.m .
yTickets: $4 ($3 zvitH 09{U Student 1(D)
Slvaitabte in Ludwig Center or at Door

MONDAY
MADNESS

Not valid with any
other offer. m
Expires 12r1-91

I

Not valid with any

aamoaa E g

Expires 12-1-91 n a r r a

~
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I LUNCH SPECIAL
I
FOR 4
|

$ 9 , 9 5 tux included

■Receive one 16" Original
Receive one 16" Original
style pizza with one topping
style pizza with TWO
toppings of your choice for |PLUS four 16oz. bottles of
|Coke or diet Coke for only
only S8.95, tax inlcuded.
J$9.95, tax included Valid
lllam-3pm.
j

Not valid with any
* other offer.
Expires 12-1-91

l
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’ Not valid with anv

Mteofer- S

* " Expires 12-1-91 —

